Fender mid boost wiring diagram

If you're repairing or modifying your instrument and need to see a wiring diagram or some
replacement part numbers, these service diagrams should help you get started. This list is by
no means comprehensive, and documentation for other models will be posted as it becomes
available. For Service Diagrams for instruments currently in production, please visit the
instrument listing on Fender. Note: Modifications to an existing Fender instrument currently
under warranty, or service performed on a Fender instrument currently under warranty by any
person other than authorized Fender service centers and technicians holding a certificate of
warranty service authorization for the period during which the work was performed, will void the
instrument warranty. Note: Most of our older guitar parts lists, wiring diagrams and switching
control function diagrams predate formatting which would allow us to make them available on
this page as PDF files. If you do not find the list or diagram for your specific instrument on this
page, we may still be able to furnish you with a "hard" copy from our archive. You may check
the availability of older material by contacting Fender's Consumer Relations Department by
phone at If we have the document you seek, we're happy to send you a copy. The table below
lists instruments by model name, part number and document revision date: Note: All part
numbers and specifications in each document are subject to revision, change or
discontinuation without notice. This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is
much easier to understand in an electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate
all the interconnections, indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be
positively recognized in a production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent
a lot of damage that even derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between
electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also
helpful in making repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and
implemented while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the
relative position and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or
servicing the device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the
components interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components
physical locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize
interconnections over physical appearance. Wiring Diagram Fender Mid Boost show the circuit
flow with its impression rather than a genuine representation. They only provide general
information and cannot be used to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of different
equipment used within the circuit get presented with the help of a schematic diagram whose
symbols generally include vertical and horizontal lines. However, these lines are known to show
the flow of the system rather than its wires. A represents the original and physical layout of
electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture with different symbols shows the exact
location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its components are shown by the pictorial to be
easily identifiable. They are often photos attached with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the
physical components. A person with a strong knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only
understand a pictorial. Wiring Diagram Fender Mid Boost The layout facilitates communication
between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and implementing them. FRfabrice
lefevre institut. Clapton mid boost into pedal format? Discussion in ' Stratocaster Discussion
Forum ' started by jj69 , Oct 12, Telecaster Guitar Forum. Win a Broadcaster or one of 3 Teles!
The annual Supporting Member Giveaway is on. To enter Click Here. To see all the prizes and
full details Click Here. To view the thread about the giveaway Click Here. Clapton mid boost
problems Discussion in ' Stratocaster Discussion Forum ' started by jj69 , Oct 12, Oct 12, 1.
Posts: I have a usa standard strat that i had retrofitted with a fender clapton mid boost circuit a
couple of years ago with vintage noiseless pups by a local well respected tech but ever since
this mod, i cant turn down the volume knob without getting the strangest howling noise like a
wailing banshee covered in feedack! I took the guitar back to the tech who says he triple
checked all the wiring as per fenders schematic but he couldnt fix the problem so im now stuck
with a guitar which i can only use with the vol wide open. Has anyone else evr had a problem
like this when trying to fit this circuit? Oct 13, 2. Likely not your problem, but I'll ask anyway Are
you grounded properly to the tremolo claw? Oct 14, 3. Posts: 3, I'd get a second opinion.
Another set of eyes won't hurt Oct 14, 4. Posts: 1, Since you mention a 50 kohm pot I assume
your volume pot not the midboost pot is a 50 kohm pot. The reason I mention this because there
are a lot of schematics on the internet that have the wrong value for the volume pot kohm. The
midboost pot is kiloohm though. Oct 14, 5. Posts: 5, So when the mid-boost was added, did the
tech replace the volume pot as well? Oct 14, 6. I built a Clapton strat some years ago. I routed
the same way the original was for the board and the battery. Make sure the back of the board
isn't touching anything conductive. Attached is the wiring diagram if you want to check the
wiring. Oct 14, 7. Thanks for the comments guys,hopefully I'll get to the bottom of this

eventually! Going through the points raised, yes it is grounded to the trem claw but was worth
checking anyway. Yes the vol pot is 50k, this came with the mid boost kit and its definitely wired
up as the vol pot. Please keep the opinions coming guys! Oct 14, 8. Thanks for the diagram
Vinman--the board has been screwed into the body in the style of a tele neck pick up with
rubber spacers seperating the circuit board from the body so I don't think its touching anything
conductive but I'll check on that anyway and thanks for the advice. Oct 15, 9. Age: 81 Posts: 3,
You didn't mention in your initial post Is the howling still there with the mid boost turned down
when you lower your volume or is it constant? JH in Va. Oct 16, Yes - I even had a switch fitted
so I'm now able to byass the midboost completely but even like this, once I start turning the
volume down slightly, the howling appears. Oct 20, Maybe a faulty volume pot. Might be worth
trying another. You say in your last post that you can bypass the midboost and still have a
volume control. Do you have a volume control between the pickup selector and the preamp?
The wire from the pickup selector should go straight into the preamp. The only control in front
of the preamp is a normal passive tone control. The 50 kohm volume control is between the
output of the preamp section and the input of the midboost section. Best wishes! Oct 24,
Thanks Limbe, I'll check this out and report back and thank you guys, all your opinions and help
are much appreciated. Dec 6, Make sure that you have the 50k pot as the volume and the k pot
as the boost. Mine did the same thing and I relized that I had them reversed, that should fix your
problem!!!! Dec 9, Yes Freight twang, the pots are correctly placed. A few peopple have
mentioned this to me and it would seem to be the most logical answer but sadly, my strat and
mid boost kit seem to be defying logic! I think the next step I'd to replace the vol pot in case its
faulty and after that,I give up! Dec 14, Age: 30 Posts: Also take a look at the circuit to make sure
solder isn't connecting two points that should not be touching. Consider a different brand of
battery. Dec 18, Jun 20, Posts: 1. Jun 21, Posts: 4, Some of the fender noiseless pickups come
with a set of pots. They may or may not work with the Mid boost curcit. If all else fails, re-wire
the entire circuit to the layout. Fender's website has the layout for th Clapton mid-boost and the
Powerhouse strat with the same mid boost. Both have different wiring but use the same circuit.
The aftermarket boost circuit may be faulty also. Good luck with that. You must log in or sign up
to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion
in ' Tech-Talk ' started by Panchux , Nov 25, Fender Stratocaster Guitar Forum. Messages: 9. Hi
guys, I'm really sorry to bother you but I've read every post about mid boost kit and I cannot
find the solution to my problem. Right out of the factory should look something like this But
when I bought it was "upgraded" to this So as soon as I got it I changed the whole pickguard
with a pearloid one and a Vintage Noiseless set. Later I decided to go crazy and make it my way.
I bought all new gold hardware and one mid boost kit so I will look something like this But when
I tried to solder everything in place I've found that my 5 way switch is not the one shown on the
diagrams that came with the kit nor the EC upgrade from Fender but the same showing in the
Vintage Hot Rod '62 Stratocaster So I'm trying to follows the EC diagram but I don't know which
wire from the 5 way switch should go to the TBX or the mid boost control. I know which one
should go the the volume pot. Can you please help me a little with this? Thank you in advance,
Pancho. Panchux , Nov 25, Messages: Bako , Nov 25, Bako thank you for your help! It's much
appreciated. In the Hot Rod '62 diagram, from bottom to top, which will you consider the "black
top lug"? I have 3 white wires comming from the lowest 3 lugs near the bottom of the diagram.
One I know goes to volume since its the long lug that it's always making contact, the other 2 are
the real problem. In the picture the wire labeled as 2 is the one that will go to the volume pot
since it is jumpered with the long lug with a black cable. So my question is where do I have to
solder the wires 1 and 3? Sorry I did not post this picture earlier. Unfortunately I'm not giving
the necessary information for you to understand the problem. My bad. Tomorroy I will try to
draw the ciruit as I have it so you can give me some advice. Panchux , Nov 26, Hi all. I've just
understood how the selector works with the mid boost kit. It only selects the pickups not the
tone pots! That was why I was so confused, because I tried to connect the tone pots to the
selector and this is not the case. Panchux , Nov 27, You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Yes, please have a dealer
in my area contact me using the inf
ford windstar seat covers
gmc sonoma forum
04 325ci
ormation I have submitted. I understand that my information will be shared with the dealer and
may be used by the dealer to facilitate this contact. Model : Active Electronics With Ease

Mid-boost kit upgrades nearly any Stratocaster pickups with active electronics. Pickups and
pickup selector switch not included. Features Mid-boost kit upgrades nearly any Stratocaster
pickups with active electronics Contains PCB, all controls and wiring diagram. Specs Support
Specs. Recommended Gear. We didn't find any dealers in your area. Try searching a different
location below or contact Fender Customer Service at Loading dealers Please wait while we
search for any available online dealers. All online dealers listed here will have the specified
product in stock, ready for purchase. Sorry, we weren't able to find any online dealers in stock
at this time. Contact your local dealer for operating hours. Email Address. Phone Number.
Comment character limit. Back to the Site. Browse More Premium Dealers.

